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Erik Marks

Attorney. Strategist. Advisor.
PO Box 16247
Seattle, WA 98116
206-612-8653
erik@egmrealestate.com

October 12, 2021
Port Angeles Planning Commission
City of Port Angeles
VIA email to ced@cityofpa.us
Re: BRC Code Update Public Comment
Dear Planning Commission:
“One bad apple can spoil the bunch.”
The Draft Code Amendments you have before you are well done, reflecting the focus and hard
work by City Staff and outside consultants. But there is one bad apple, in the form of Chapter
17.22 - Commercial Design Standards, that threatens to spoil the bunch. I strongly encourage
you (actually, implore you) to give yourself the time, space and resources to figure out if I am
right. Because if I am right, and if Chapter 17.22 proceeds to be adopted as Code, then Port
Angeles will be harmed.
Why should you care what I have to say? Because I am perhaps the most qualified person you
will hear from regarding this proposed land use code amendment, being the only person who
both (a) lives (albeit, part-time) and works in Port Angeles, and (b) has a lengthy and
sophisticated career working in commercial real estate law and development. My work that you
know best is the redevelopment of “The Landing” into “Port Angeles Wharf”; in that project I
took a site and building that in 2018 was unfinanceable, unmarketable, and 35% vacant, to where
it is today - an icon for the City of Port Angeles, 100% occupied and the only “Waterfront
Renaissance Group” project that has to date delivered on its promises. A full curriculum vitae is
attached.
SUMMARY
The stated goal of the code amendment before you is to “increase Port Angeles’ residential
building capacity.”. In nearly all of its parts the proposed code amendment in fact does increase
the residential building capacity of Port Angles. HOWEVER, Chapter 17.22 will not increase
residential capacity in Port Angeles. In fact quite the opposite is true. Rather than
facilitating more residential development, Chapter 17.22 imposes costly design criteria on
all development in commercial zones, which will chill the creation new housing in Port
Angeles.
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DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Port Angeles is an economically transitional community. Vacancy rates are low, and yet no
material amount of new working class housing is built. Why? It’s Economics 101 - the cost to
produce new units1 exceeds what occupants are willing/able to pay for new units in rent. The
only real way to get more working class housing in Port Angeles is to reduce the cost per unit, or
to increase what people are willing/able to pay. In my opinion, Chapter 17.22 would move both
those factors in the wrong direction.
I don’t think Chapter 17.22 is bad code on a standalone basis. The design goals reflected in
Chapter 17.22 are laudable and desirable. Chapter 17.22 would be a great section of code to
move into law in a wealthy community like Kirkland or Redmond. The issue I have is not with
Chapter 17.22 itself, but rather that it does not fit our needs in the City of Port Angeles. The City
of Port Angeles is not far enough along in its economic development to support provisions like
those in Chapter 17.22. The result of adopting Chapter 17.22 in a city like Port Angeles will not
be attractive development, it will be economic setback.
17.22 increases the cost of construction, thereby decreasing residential building capacity. There
is no doubt about it.2 Pretty much everything in 17.22 would make buildings and streets in Port
Angeles more attractive. But if nothing new gets built because the cost has gone up, then it’s a
disaster. We already have nothing new being built in Port Angeles for the most part. 17.22
makes it more expensive, more complex and more risky to develop anything new in commercial
zones. Driving up the cost of development is not going to increase the amount of housing in Port
Angeles; rather, it will make the day when Port Angeles sees any material amount of new
housing even more remote.
17.22 decreases income levels, thereby decreasing the ability to pay rent, thereby decreasing
residential building capacity. Because 17.22 makes development more costly, it postpones the
day when that development will occur, and thereby decreases income levels of working people in
1

The cost of working on real estate in Port Angeles is complex and far greater than it appears on the surface.
Design, and engineering professionals generally must be sourced from the Puget Sound region; even getting a
professional out to Port Angeles for a site tour and interview is a daunting task, let alone doing the actual work;
and even if one professional is identified at the outset for the work, if replacement becomes necessary, the risk to
project timeline is huge. There is the same issue for subcontractors and trades. In many instances, there is only
one provider in the region, which drives up price and timeline risk substantially. Finally, general contractors to
work on commercial projects of any scale in Port Angeles are nearly nonexistent. A huge project like the
Performing Arts Center, funded with donated capital, can solve that problem by bringing in a firm like Mortenson
at great expense. But that route is not realistically available to smaller and/or market-based projects.
2

When I voiced this concern to a member of the Code Revision team, the response was that they didn’t think that
17.22 would increase construction cost. I asked for the backup on this statement, and got no response. I
encourage you to research this matter, as I think the opinion voiced to me by the Code Revision Team member is
wrong. You should bring in architects and builders. Here are examples of provisions in 17.22 that I think
inevitably increase cost: public spaces provision and buildout requirements; weather protection requirements;
landscaping requirements; amenity requirements; building articulation requirements; building feature
requirements; roofline modulation requirements; window and door design requirements; decorative material
requirements. Each of these requirements is nice to have and would beautify the city. And yet, each requirement
drives up the cost, reducing the likelihood of any new development actually occurring .
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the interim. Lower income levels are the second prong of the Economics 101 reason that Port
Angeles has a housing shortage. What we need to do is reduce the cost of development, in Port
Angeles, so that development will happen, allowing wages to rise, which allows people to pay
more in rent, which allows new residential construction to occur.
17.22 increases complexity of development, thereby decreasing residential building capacity.
17.22 is 99 pages long. That is 99 pages of requirements that need to be complied with by
architects and developers. Even a modest project - for example a 4000 square foot office
building or 10 unit residential structure, will need to document compliance with all the rules in
17.22. This is costly and it increases risk. And it drives work outside of Clallam County.
Architects in Clallam County are not familiar with this level of code complexity, and developers
will not want to pay them to learn it on the job. So the work will go to the Seattle region. That
means that our buildings will be designed by people who have never lived here, often may never
even have spent a week of their lives here, and who must be paid over $500 per day in travel and
lodging costs to just show up in Port Angeles. That’s not good for so many reasons.
17.22 delegates a high level of authority and discretion over permitting to a single person. Many
of the requirements in 17.22 involve balancing and interpretation, and others authorize
“Departures.” Balancing, interpretation and “Departures” are all discretionary decisions, which
under 17.22 are to be decided upon by a single person - the Director of the Department of
Community and Economic Development. Frequently design rules like we see in 17.22 are
accompanied by the creation of a “Design Review Board.” The use of a Board with several
people on it means that there are more perspectives of input available in the decision, thereby
reducing the risk of personal bias and error. Adopting an ordinance that allows for this level of
discretion in design decisions, which relies on a single person to decide what passes muster and
what does not, triggers a level of concern for me. I encourage you to discuss this with the
consultants at Makers, and ask them for examples of communities that have adopted similar
complex design criteria and no Design Review Board - how is it working out?
I do not understand why 17.22 is in this draft Code Amendment. The remainder of the Code
Amendment generally expedites timelines, decreases risk, and decreases development costs, all
of which will increase the availability of housing, the stated goal of the project. 17.22 is an
entirely different animal. 17.22 contains provisions that generally increase timelines, increase
risk, and increase the cost of development over the status quo today. I bring to you 25 years in
this industry and I can tell you that 17.22 does not fit with the stated goal of increasing
residential capacity in Port Angeles. I encourage you to ask for testimony3 from Makers, City
Staff, and unrelated consultants to find out why and how, in light of the analysis I present in this
letter, they think that Chapter 17.22 would increase the availability of housing in the City of Port
Angeles.
NEXT STEPS
What can you recommend to City Council, if you agree with me that 17.22 should not be passed
into law as presented? I see 2 realistic routes:
3

PAMC 2.36.080 grants broad fact finding powers to the Planning Commission.
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1. Strike 17.22, and Recommend Adoption of the Remainder. You can ask Makers if the
draft amendment can be made to work without 17.22. If so, then Council can move the
remainder of the code amendments into law and leave the creation of modest and
appropriate commercial design criteria for a later date. If you take this route, I would
endorse adoption of a much reduced version of 17.22, where the cost-neutral provisions
(good design, no/very-low additional cost) are retained and passed into law. In this route,
your recommendation to Council would be to pass the proposed code amendment into
law, after striking Chapter 17.22
2. Delay Adoption of the Code Amendments until 17.22 Can be Fixed. The draft code
amendments before you are very important to the future of Port Angeles. The draft code
amendment is 277 pages long and expressly modifies the fundamental nature of the Land
Use Code in Port Angeles. The timeline allowed for your deliberation, information
gathering, and reporting to the Council on the draft is remarkably abbreviated for such an
important and voluminous task. Nothing this sizeable and fundamental should be
advanced to law in so short a time. In this route, your recommendation to Council would
be to return the draft code amendments to you, and provide you with the necessary time
to have 17.22 fundamentally rewritten so that it reflects only no/very-low cost design
criteria.
What I don’t mention is the idea of fixing 17.22 on the current timeline. I that trying to do that
would be rushing into a fool’s errand that puts the future of the City at risk.
OTHER COMMENTS
I have other more routine and minor comments on the draft Code Amendments. I will get those
to you in a separate written comment letter.
*******************
Thank you volunteering your time, knowledge and energy as advisors to the City of Port
Angeles.
Sincerely,

Erik Marks
cc:

Port Angeles City Council (council@cityofpa.us)
Allyson Brekke (abrekke@cifyofpa.us)
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243 McGarvie Rd
5435 45th Ave SW
Port Angeles, WA 98363
Seattle, WA 98136
(206) 612-8653
erik@egmrealestate.com
EXPERIENCE
EGM Law and Strategy. 2006 to Present. Legal counsel on real estate and business matters, including
entitlement, construction, finance, joint venture and leasing.
EGM Real Estate, LLC. 2006 to Present. Real estate brokerage and development.
Cairncross & Hempelmann, P.S., Seattle, WA. 1997 to 2006. Partner - Real Estate and Land Use.
Perkins Coie LLP, Seattle, WA. 1993-1997. Associate - Real Estate and Land Use.
Examples of Real Estate Work:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Represented West Coast telecom company in Puget Sound headquarters leasing and expansion.
Represented developer in grocery anchored infill shopping center. Entitlements work included
amending 3 layers of interlocking land use regulatory structures.
Represented developers in 15 build-to-suit medical office building projects over 10 years.
Represented family-office in growth of multi-state industrial real estate portfolio.
Represented West Coast agricultural company in credit facility restructuring, allowing the client to avoid
foreclosure on over 100 properties.
Represented a concrete and aggregate company in negotiating and consummating gravel mine
transactions, including a lease of over 1000 acres in King County.
Represented financial company in its acquisition and development of a corporate campus in Federal Way.
Represented a portfolio of American/Japanese real estate ventures in managing, financing, entitling and
selling several large tracts in downtown Seattle.
Converted historic residence to commercial office, downtown Bainbridge Island.
Converted abandoned warehouse to residence, rural Clallam County.
Converted failed 50k waterfront building to fully occupied mixed use iconic structure, Port Angeles.

Examples of Volunteer and Social Benefit Work
o

TisBest Philanthropy (www.TisBest.org). 2007-Present. I invented the “Charity Gift Card” and grew this
nonprofit to over $10m per year in revenue, all of which represents money diverted from “more stuff” to
“more good”.

o

Threshold Housing. Active Board member of this nonprofit, which entitled and built the first cottage
housing development in Seattle, to demonstrate the net-positive impact that well executed high density
projects can deliver to single family zones. We advised Seattle DPD on its cottage housing code
provisions.

o

CDL Recycle. I co-founded of Seattle’s first constructing waste recycling facility, diverting metal, wood,
sheetrock, plastic, concrete and other materials to beneficial use. Graduated from ground-sort to
elevated sort line. Later sold to Cleanscapes/Recology.

EDUCATION
Harvard Law School, Cambridge, MA. JD, magna cum laude (top 4% of class) 1993.
Williams College, Williamstown, MA. BA in Philosophy, magna cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, 1989.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Ralston
City Council; Nathan West; Allyson Brekke; Emma Bolin
Proposed code changes
Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:15:48 AM

Good morning,
I wanted to briefly comment on the proposed changes prior to the Special Council meeting
this evening, and I would welcome questions and comments.

1. The work done Planning and their team scores a solid "A" with this 270 page long
overdue document. I would suggest a more frequent review than every 50 years, maybe
every 2-3 years. Think Comp plan or "Sunset" review.
2. 25' R7 lots should be available to all R7 lots and not limited to the proposed areas.
3. 25' lots should be permitted in all commercial zones as well to include MD and HD
residential zones.
4. Taller buildings should be allowed on both sides of Lincoln and not just the west side.
5. CODE changes do not necessarily mean an immediate building boom.
6. Planning Dept will see where there will need to be changes/amendments/alterations
and bring those discussions to the appropriate City departments
7. Visuals in code are very helpful and good
8. City has asked for advertised and asked for input and I believe City staff, again, has done
a great job.
9. Duplexes should be Permitted in all commercial zones and if not permitted at least
Conditional. Duplexes fall under the more simplified residential building code as
opposed to the more cumbersome commercial building code. Financing for Duplexes is
also less expensive, with better terms and conditions. (happy to further elaborate)
Generally, I would propose adopting the proposed CODE update with the items I have
mentioned above.
Thank you
John Ralston
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Judith Broadhurst
Community and Economic Development
Code changes input from local homeowner
Thursday, October 21, 2021 8:35:57 PM

PAGE 50:
"An ARU is distinguishable from a duplex..."
Should be RDU to be consistent with other changes?
Adult family home. A one [family] household dwelling of
Neither "adult family home" nor "one household" home make any sense to me. It's "family" and
"household" that make it confusing.
If your intention is to change "Adult family home" makes me cringe. If your intention is to change it
to "Adult household," it needs to be change elsewhere, because "Adult family home" is used again
(17.10.02, item A, for instance).
Saying "Adult home" then defined as "one household" (not "a one household") makes more sense to
me and doesn't imply "family" among strangers, witih all implications and effects of that patronizing,
social work lingo.
-=-=-=ANIMALS
Animal husbandry, non-commercial
My neighbor was breeding and selling Akitas, which became "an issue" for all nearby -- the noise, the
front yard sales events, and most of all the cruelty of breeding the adult female over and over and
over.
This part not only doesn't flow coherently with the mention of horse stables and kennels but doesn't
even cover what she was doing. The dogs all were or were intended to be pets. And Akitas aren't
exactly Yorkies.
-=-=-=PARKING
Is this about street parking in addition to any driveway space?
What the heck is .5 or 1.75 parking spaces?
Why should a couple living in a "small lot single family household dwelling" not be entitled to 2
spaces just as "single-household dwellings" are? If you can afford a bigger house, you deserve more
parking space, even though that's not at all essential? That's elitism and offensive.
If there are 2 adults living in a house, these days, that usually means to people working who usually
need 2 cars.
What about the RVs that are everywhere? Usually behind the houses, so that's OK? And what about
those who park RVs on the street for weeks or who rent space in their backyards to people living in
RVs. It's rather common and shouldn't be.
This section NEEDS WORK, rethinking, more awareness.
COTTAGE HOUSING
I'm very glad to see the Cottage Housing element, but the ones that I'm familiar with in CA and OR
and in the Southwest are condo-style developments. I didn't read every word to find out how the
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"common area" works, but 400 sf for that is laughable. It's a courtyard. The idea of these, from my
perspective as an older person, is to foster a sense of community, not just pack people in small
spaces for max use of the land. They need indoor gathering spaces with small kitchens to use for
potlucks or parties and such. They need meeting spaces, board game spaces, places to watch
streaming movies or other presentations and maybe hold discussions afterward.
Also, my 2 BR house is 832 sf. It is worth $2000 less than a very similar house a block away that is
1100 sf. But my floor plan has much more usable space than their house does. So that is key, yet
people will want to choose from at least 3 options, probably. I used to be the weekend manager for
a luxury apt complex with an ocean view in Santa Cruz, CA. From what they taught me, 600 sf is
standard for 1 BR. Most cottages are 2 BRs, but they do NOT need to be 1200 sf. You're thinking of
the developers' priorities, not the dwellers', and you seem to be forgetting that the developers are
selling multiples so the cost per sf is not apples-to-apples as for not crammed-together single-family
houses.
I'm very much in favor of these, and they're ideal for older people who want to downsize.
DOWNSIZE. When we're older and there's one or two of us, we want less space to clean and fill with
Stuff, not more. However, many of us want patios with at least a little space to grow flowers or food
AND we want places to walk dogs.
-=-=-=That's as far as I can endure this. I hope some of it is helpful.
Kudos to all of you and thank you for your work on this, both council and staff people.
Judith Taylor (formerly Broadhurst)
519 S Washington St, Port Angeles
360.477.3019
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October 12, 2021
City of Port Angeles
321 E 5th Street
Port Angeles, WA 98362
RE: Port Angeles Residential Building Capacity Code Amendments
Dear Planning Commission,
I applaud your efforts to increase Port Angeles’ residential building capacity. However, the changes
proposed for the new Commercial Zones may actually stall commercial development. I will speak
specifically to the impacts on The Elwha Hotel project.
The Tribe objects to the Adoption of an Ordinance Imposing a Moratorium on the Installation of Surface
Style Parking Lots in City Commercial Corridors (September 7, 2021 City Council). The adoption of this
Moratorium Ordinance appears to impact only the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe’s project. And, as was
stated at the meeting is an attempt to preserve and implement early the intent to restrict parking to
structures only downtown. It appears the parking conditions do not allow for addressing unique
business needs (e.g., limited spots for loading and unloading, porte-cochere). We object to requiring
structured parking only.
We recommend that North Laurel be Mixed rather than Storefront.
We are extremely concerned with several aspects of the Code Amendments. One of our greatest
concerns is the transition from the current Code to the Amended Code. The Tribe just completed our
public comment period for a Shoreline Substantial Development Permit (September 23, 2021). This
milestone was negotiated with the City and included conversations with Washington State Department
of Ecology. The site plan was accepted by City personnel prior to allowing the application to proceed.
The moratorium and amended codes if adopted will result in additional long delays for our project.
It is important to remember the Tribe purchased the westerly parcel for two reasons: to complete toxin
cleanup and to acquire space for future expansion. The cleanup was completed costing millions. Since
the Tribe is not in the position to develop the westerly parcel at this time we may need to remove it
from the project. The amended code does not appear to address “short-term” variances or waivers that
would allow us the highest and best use of the parcel until expansion is economically feasible.
The Tribe welcomes an opportunity to discuss other concerns. However, as presented we object to the
adoption of the amendments pertaining to the new commercial zones.
Michael A Peters
Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe
Hotel Project Manager
Michael.peters@elwha.org
360.912.3554 cell
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sam Grello
Community and Economic Development
Comment for Residential Building Capacity Code Amendments
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 2:33:23 PM

Good afternoon,
I am submitting a comment for tonight's public planning commission meeting about the new
residential building capacity code amendments. I may not be able to attend the meeting.
My name is Sam Grello and I am the General Manager for the Port Angeles Wharf. Prior to
working at the Wharf, I have worked in commercial real estate development in New York
City, where I have both built and re-developed commercial properties.
I was also a residential real estate broker in Bellingham for three years, just as the current
boom was ramping up. I worked with first time homebuyers, and experienced their frustration
first hand. In my time there, Bellingham changed their code to allow for greater housing
density and produced a very helpful packet for homeowners called "The Infill Housing
Toolkit." This gave industrious homeowners a roadmap to converting garages and other
backyard structures into ADUs or to redevelop lots entirely. More cheap (but livable) rentals
popped up as a result.
I am writing in support of the comment letter from Erik Marks dated October 12, 2021. I
believe that it is a mistake for the City to adopt Chapter 17.22 as it is written at this time.
Please separate the residential building capacity code from Chapter 17.22 "Commercial and
Multifamily Design Standards." I believe they should be separate. I wholeheartedly endorse
increasing housing density. That is an issue that needs to be addressed now. But I don't agree
with Chapter 17.22 as it is written.
This is my third year in Port Angeles. My wife and I moved here after a nationwide road trip.
Besides the beauty and recreation, we moved here for the community. Where else are there so
many owner-operators of small businesses? My wife and I didn't see any other place in
America quite like here. It's inspiring to see small businesses thriving, and the actual backbone
of a community these days. Can Sequim say that with all their corporate shops?
My point is that the barrier for entry to business is low in Port Angeles. I worry that some of
the provisions in Chapter 17.22 will INCREASE the cost and complexity to do business in
Port Angeles and raise the barrier for entry to business ownership.
Thank you for taking the time to read my comment about your hard work. Thank you for
trying to fix our housing issue.
Sam Grello
General Manager

Port Angeles Wharf
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115 E. Railroad Ave,
Suite 204
Port Angeles, WA 98362

Office: 360-457-4407
Cell:

360-441-4026
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laurie
Community and Economic Development
Bushwhacker Property
Thursday, October 14, 2021 10:32:12 AM

To whom it may concern;
I have a very long history of being a part of the Port Angeles community, having owned 2 businesses,
The Bushwhacker Restaurant and Frugals.
Chapter 17.22, as written puts a hardship on my selling the Bushwhacker property, (that has sat
vacant for the past 6+ years), so I am writing in support of the comment letter from Erik Marks dated
October 12, 2021. I believe that it is a mistake for the city to adopt Chapter 17.22 as written at this
time.
Thank you,

Sheila Stewart
Owner Bushwhacker / Frugals
(360) 808-0918
frugals@drizzle.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Curry
Community and Economic Development
Chapter 17.22 proposal
Wednesday, October 13, 2021 5:54:40 PM

This email is to notify you that I am in agreement and support Erik Marks letter to the Planning Commission dated
October 12, 2021 regarding Chapter 17.22. It is not the right move for Port Angeles at this time.
Tom Curry
Owner, Barhop Brewing & Artisan Pizza
Owner, The Rail
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kasi O"Leary
Community and Economic Development
Building Residential Capacity
Friday, October 22, 2021 2:45:04 PM

Hello,
I am writing in support of the City’s efforts to increase and promote housing by adjusting the building
residential capacity. While your proposals are a great start, as someone that is married to a local
contractor and has actively participated in both SFR and Multifamily lending for developers in multiple
counties throughout Western WA, including Clallam, Jefferson, Kitsap, King, Pierce, and Thurston
counties, there is a LOT more that the City can do to make a much more significant impact to promote
housing in Port Angeles.
Here are just a few of the most critical items that would be extremely helpful.
1. Reduce setbacks and allow for zero lot lines for both SFR and Multifamily developments.
Particularly for lots within the core of the City (i.e. along C St. throughout the Cherry Hill Area, and
anywhere from Front St up to Lauridsen BLVD). This will allow for higher density options within this
core area to allow for home additions, ADU’s, and as our housing stock ages, to allow for older
homes to be torn down and replaced with at least 2-4 units.
2. Stop or reduce ridiculous requirements for road widening, sidewalks, etc. in rural, nonthoroughfare roads within the City. It should not be that hard for a builder to simply put two homes
on what will be two lots that total at least 14k SF, but by the time the City adds on all their
requirements for a builder to widen the road, add sidewalks, etc. there will no longer be enough
room to add two homes (especially with the setbacks mentioned in #1). In order for builders to
WANT to build homes in your city, you have to be willing to work with them and stop adding on
infrastructure requirements that, while are a great improvement for the City (at the cost of the
builder), do nothing to improve the safety and soundness in that area, or in many cases even
REDUCES the marketability of the project.
3. More work must be done to encourage multifamily housing developers to build here. With costs
rising for labor and materials, tax breaks aren’t enough. Our city should be helping to fight the
extra requirements for stormwater runoff, give breaks on permits and fees if the owner is adding 5
or more units, Offer credits and/or variances to convert vacant commercial space into multifamily
housing. You should be doing whatever it takes to give developers a positive incentive to build
more units here as cheaply as possible.
In general, I would suggest you look to the larger, more populated counties and cities in our State, see
what is working there. While some residents in our area may not want higher density with in the City, it’s
absolutely required to ensure that we slow or prevent urban sprawl into the surrounding county. There is
room for a lot more homes within the current city/lots, we just need to look at allowing more to be built
within a smaller space and give those interested an incentive to build here.
Happy to discuss this further if you have any questions. My contact info is below.
Thank you for your time,

Kasi O’Leary
SVP, Director of Commercial Banking
PO BOX 351
Port Angeles, WA 98362
360-417-3131 (office)
360-460-6393 (mobile)
kasi.oleary@ourfirstfed.com
www.ourfirstfed.com
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